
CACHE VALLEY AMATEUR HOCKEY ASSOCIATION 

MINUTES FOR 12/5/17 

Present: Nichole Hall, Patty Bigelow, Marsha Perkins, Erik Aikins, Kevin Bailey, JT Ford, Bo Pan, , 

Lee Black, Amy Bushman.  

 

1. After review, minutes stand approved 

2. Treasurer report is as follows: checking $15,850.95, Savings $9,851.24, Total balance $ 25,702.19, 

Total income $28,924.72, Total expense $9,605.13, Profit/Loss Balance $19,319.59.  

3. After discussion the mite tournament banner design was approved and other items concerning the 

tournament were discussed as follows: Budget tightening due to unexpected expenses this season, 

trying to bring in more sign ups this year, D1 Dues going up January 1st, and having a set fee for D1 and 

D2 payers. Food, raffle items and a lunch schedule was discussed so far we have Hockey items to raffle, 

Aggies signed sticks, and gift baskets. It was also mentioned that next year the announcement of the 

tournament dates and times should happen sooner to ensure more teams can commit to our 

tournament.  

4. It was mentioned and discussed that parents were hoping for a recognition night for the Bantams 

moving on to high school. It was suggested that the parents take initiative and that having the 

recognition night possibly at an Aggies home game.  

5. New board member was announced: Marsha Perkins as Secretary (taking over for Nichole) 

6. There was discussion concerning the URL tournament. So far there is not a host for the event and that 

it may be possible that if it is hosted somewhere with a smaller rink (the rink in Farmington was 

mentioned) that the games will be earlier and it will run longer to fit all games in or maybe 2 different 

rinks could host regular games at one and the finals at another to split the task of hosting such a large 

event. There was also discussion that there is leeway for not having played the required amount of 

games but still playing in the URL if the event does take place. Although not having all games played may 

affect the scoring some.  

 

 


